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Summary
Object Based Navigation is often used by SAP in recent Business Packages like ERP‟s Plant Maintenance
and SRM. But when errors occur in this component we are mislead into thinking it is an Application error
instead of Portal‟s. What‟s a mystery to a few may be solved by a simple investigation. I will show you how to
identify this kind of error and show you the actions to eliminate them.
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Overview
Object Based Navigation (aka OBN) is vastly used in recent Business Packages like those for ERP‟s Plant
Maintenance and SRM. OBN is by nature based in Java and is a powerful framework to develop integration
between different components – being them Java/ABAP. Essentially OBN provides developers the means to
navigate to a different iView residing in the Portal PCD without actually knowing where they are. Also with
OBN it is also possible (and often used) to pass on data values between applications.

Details
What is OBN
Technically speaking OBN is a simple association of a Business Object Method with one or more iViews on
the PCD. Let‟s take the Solution Manager Workcenter as an example:
Operation (method)

Implementing iViews

SolManNavigation

Navigate

portal_content/ solman /roles
/com.sap.solman.roles.workcenter
/com.sap.solman.iview.ags_work_launcher

SolManNavigation

NavigateUrl

portal_content/ solman /roles
/com.sap.solman.roles.workcenter
/com.sap.solman.iview.dswp_url_launch

Business Object

As you can see the table above means that there is an association between the operation “Navigate” with the
iView that calls AGS_WORK_LAUNCHER (a Webdynpro ABAP application). The same happens for
operation “NavigateUrl”.
Now the developer has an abstraction layer between the source code and the PCD so the code remains
clean and the Administrator has the means to easily change PCD objects locations.
If you‟ve implemented this scenario before you may have noticed that every time you add an iView to the
operation, not just the actual iView will be associated, but all instances of the same on every role. But why is
this so. The reason behind this is that the portal runtime can determine the navigation based on the
operation of the OBN, but it cannot deliver a navigation to the end-user for whom there is no associated role.
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Developer’s point of view
The developer is able to call the BO‟s methods in order to retrieve the end user‟s navigation and perform the
proper navigation between Portal Applications. Here is how the API works in ABAP:
data lr_componentcontroller type ref to ig_componentcontroller .
data l_api_componentcontroller type ref to if_wd_component.
data lr_port_manager type ref to if_wd_portal_integration.

*Initialize the Portal Manager instance
lr_componentcontroller = wd_this->get_componentcontroller_ctr( ).
l_api_componentcontroller = lr_componentcontroller->wd_get_api( ).
lr_port_manager = l_api_componentcontroller->get_portal_manager( ).
Alias Name in
System Landscape

*OBN CALL
call method lr_port_manager->navigate_to_object
exporting

Business Object‟s
Name

system

= 'SAP_SolMan'

object_type

= 'SolManNavigation'

operation

= 'Navigate'

*

object_value_name

= navigation_data-object_value_name

*

object_value

= navigation_data-object_value

*

business_parameters

= bus_parameter_list

*

forward_obn_metadata

= navigation_data-forward_obn_metadata.

Business Object‟s
Operation

The above code will create an EPCM JavaScript Code that can be raised on any event the developer has
programmed (such as screen button‟s click). There will be a call to “EPCM.doObjBasedNavigate = function(
systemAlias, businessObjName,objValue, operation )” which is automatically generated by the framework.
Notice that there are several commented parameters that can be used by the developer to send information
from the current screen to the Portal and subsequently to the next application to pick it up.
In Java the same can be applied with the following code:
WDPortalNavigation.navigateToObject(
"MyTargetSystem",
"MyTargetObject",
"AObjectValue",
"parameter1=value&parameter2=value2");
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The Catch
Portal Administrators tend to train their users not mix up errors from applications with errors from Portal. But
OBN errors are at first hard to be identified because it seems as though it is an application error where it is
not.

A basic OBN scenario
First you will learn how to create the necessary PCD objects for Solution Manager Workcenter and then it‟s
related configuration for OBN just to depict what could go wrong.
I chose the Solution Manager Scenario because it is very simple to implement and simulate any errors.
The solution to this scenario is described on Note 1399645 - SAP Solution Manager in SAP Enterprise Portal
Solution Manager System
The first thing to do is to make sure that an ERP system exists in the Portal System Landscape Editor with
an attached System Alias. It is not very common, but sometimes it is necessary to attach a predefined
System Alias name because it is hardcoded in the application.

You must also supply information for the following items on the system:
-

Connector

-

ITS

-

User Management

-

Web AS

If you need assistance, follow the instructions on this weblog:
http://wiki.sdn.sap.com/wiki/display/EP/How+to+Create+System+Object+in+the+Portal+for+Connecting+to+
SAP+backend+System
Make sure you have created a system with enabled SSO to avoid double authentication.
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Solution Manager iViews
Workcenter
Create an iView of type Webdynpro for ABAP for the application “ags_workcenter” as follows:

Notice the use of the recently created System Alias Name. Here I used the language definitions for English,
as we needed to enforce it. But you can also use AI parameters to define the user‟s logon language such as
<Request.Language>.
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Work Launcher
Create an iView of type Transaction iView for the transaction code “AGS_WORK_LAUNCHER” as follows:

Usually the target iView for OBN has the property “Invisible in Navigation Areas” set to true, because we do
not need to view the link for this iView during navigation. So go to the Navigation Category and set it to true
as follows:
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Task
Create an iView of type BSP iView for the application “DSWP_URL_LAUNCH” as follows:

Usually the target iView for OBN has the property “Invisible in Navigation Areas” set to true, because we do
not need to view the link for this iView during navigation. So go to the Navigation Category and set it to true
as follows:
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Workcenter Role
Add the recently created iViews to a role of your choice. Make sure that the role you have chosen has an
entry point set such as the following:

OBN Configuration
Now that we have the role created, we need to create the Business Object defined in the ABAP code of the
Workcenter Application in the Portal Content Directory.
Business Object
The BO for Workcenter was not defined in Solution Manager, so we need to manually create it.
The creation screen is available at the Import BO Funtion of the PCD, so select it to open the BO Importer as
follows:

Now at the bottom of the screen you will be able to create the BO required by Workcenter - named
“SolManNavigation” – by clicking at the ADD button:

Now the object is available at the PCD Folder Named “Business Objects” and is ready to be edited. Select
the function to open the Object as follows:
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BO Operations
Now add the following operations (which again are expected by the BO in ABAP code for navigation) by
simply writing its name of the operation in field “Operation Name” and specify the priority as “1”. To add
another operation, simply click on the add button below.

Adding an operation to an iView
Open the editor for “Work Launcher” iView and select the display mode for “Object Based Navigation”:

Now select the operation available at the Business Object SolManNavigation and the operation “Navigate” to
the “Work Launcher” iView:
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The operation should be displayed as follows:

Repeate the same procedure for iView “Task” and operation “NavigateUrl”. The result should be something
similar to this:
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OBN in action
When click on a particular function of an application that uses OBN, a new iView is called and parameters
are passed to it by this application.
For instance, let‟s take a look at Workcenter. When you chick on the “New” button from “Messages” context,
then a new window appears with the BSP application for Task.
Workcenter  Message  New

Task iView
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OBN Error Analysis
Tracing the navigation
Using an HTTP Tracing Tool, we are able to “see” what happens under the hood:

Looking at the second POST HTTP call you are able to see that data is sent to
“http://<host>:5<sys_number>00/irj/servlet/prt/portal/prtroot/com.sap.portal.navigation.objbased.ObjBasedNa
vigation”. This application is a standard application that parses the posted data, retrieves the Business
Object‟s operation being called and determinates which iView should be called.

After that, the “ObjBasedNavigation” application redirects that flow to the correct iView based on operation
specified by “Operation” and passes on the contents of variable “objValue”.
OBN calls the “Task” iView which will perform an action based on the value received by “objValue”. In this
case the iView performs a redirect to an ABAP application called “AGS_WORK_INCIDENT_CREATE_APP”.
But it is up to the iView what action will be taken based on the value and operation received.
OBN Investigation
With this type of information it is easy to trace back what is being called in the Portal.
Open the Business Object folder and find the BO with name “SolManNavigation. Notice that the HTTP trace
will display the technical name of the Object whilst the PCD will display the “Friendly Name”. Find the
technical name of BO from the “Quick Info” pane if necessary:
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Search for operation “NavigateUrl”.

A list of iViews that implement the selected operation will be displayed.
The Column “In Navigation” indicates an iView that is to be found inside a role (YES) or to be found on the
PCD (No).

Select the iView that has “In Navigation” set to „YES‟ and click on the Edit Button.
On the editor, enter the “Delta Link Tracer”
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This shows you which role the end-user should have so OBN would work correctly.

Simulating an OBN error
Let‟s take a business package like the one used on SRM. The are several roles in this BP and most of them
use a “Service Role” that groups together all the PCD objects that are involved with OBN.
The “Service Role” never has an entry point or iViews that can be shown in the navigation areas. So the
Portal Administrator is not instantly aware that there is a missing role for the end-user.
If the end user doesn‟t have the “Service Role” than Portal Navigation will fail.
Let‟s simulate this error by removing the Task iView from the Role “SolMan” and click again on the “New”
Button:

The error message indicates the object for which an iView was not found. It is usually useless information,
unless you have performed a trace analysis and found which operation has triggered this error.

OBN Troubleshooting Guidance
To correct this type of issue, you may follow the procedure below:
1. Perform a trace analysis and find out which BO, System and Operation was called.
2. Based on the above information, check which role has the iView that implements this operation
3. Check if the end-user is assigned to this role
4. Check if the end-user has read permissions for the role and it‟s dependant objects on the PCD –
including the BO itself.
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